We realize that now, in addition to the current draft programme, there are at least three
draft programs and numerous changes to the party structure under consideration. It is clear we
may have to reconcile the proposals, but we think putting forward this iteration will help our
organization think in ways that do not allow any comrade to either accidentally slip into
opportunism within the most important of our party documents, the Draft Programme, or
replicate the failures of past party projects.
There are also three factions forming in interpreting our mission and several calls for
internal party reform. We believe that dealing with the internal structure of our party, the creation
of working groups, the expansion of projects, the form and membership of our executive (the
Central Committee), and the clarification of our constitution is clearly the primary focus on this
convention. For this reason, we feel that a committee should be created, with members
representing each branch, including the at large members, of no less than five members not
currently on the central committee and at least one central committee member; members shall
be appointed by the Central Committee. This committee shall, within three months create a
reconciled draft of the programme, the declaration on What We Stand For, and clarifications and
reforms of the party structure. Once these drafts are completed, they will be given to the Central
Committee for comment. The Central Committee will make notes, and drafts will be revised
within a reasonable amount of time set by the Central Committee. These notes will be
incorporated and then the draft will be released to the party for comment. The drafts will then be
considered a motion for the next convention.
If compromises fail to be made, the Central Committee as organ of executive power may
dissolve the current committee and appoint new members along the same lines.
This structure will formalize our means of drafting a program and allow several layers of
democratic oversight and contribution to a more thorough document with the guidance of the
executive members of the party.
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